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“Never in my life have I feared death as much as I feared that resurrection.”
― Nikos Kazantzakis, The Last Temptation of Christ
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This document will serve as a final report for the consultation with
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, Niagara Falls, for the Diocese of
Western New York. An initial report was shared with vestry beginning
in June and was well discussed before their meeting with Bp. Franklin
in September.
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INTRODUCTION. St. Peter’s is a massive stone gothic revival style
church which has origins in prior Niagara Frontier chapels dating back
to 1824 and the episcopate of Bishop John Henry Hobart.1 The present
building— completed in 1880 after seven years of construction— sets
near the entrance to Niagara Falls State Park in downtown Niagara
Falls. The tale of glory and decline mirrors other Victorian churches
of the region, overlaid with the stunning decline of the town of
Niagara Falls itself from an industrial city at mid-20th century, to a
rusted and abandoned shell of itself at present.2
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Attendance at St. Peter’s averages around 40 people, mostly in their
60s, 70s, and 80s. By their own report, prior to a recent bequest,
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Plate/Pledge

Baptized Members

Attendance
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C.f. http://www.stpetersniagarafalls.org/our-history.html
The population of Niagara Falls is 18% below what it was in the 1990s and half what it was in the 1970s. Over
50% of the population lives at or below the poverty line. Well-meaning diocesan clergy have given vestry the TEC’s
ExecutiveInsight report which includes Niagara Falls, Canada. The better, more focused demographic report is that
of the John R. Oishei Foundation prepared for by the University at Buffalo Regional Institute December 2013.
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leadership was thinking they would be closing the church within the
decade.
The congregation has many enviable strengths:
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At a time when mainline churches are in freefall, this
congregation has maintained a remarkable stability in
attendance.
And, while mainline denominations have declared Sunday
School a relic of bygone days; St. Peter’s has a group of 510 children —largely from one extended family— meeting
weekly for an old style, segregated class during the
ministry of the Word.3
The building itself— while lacking program space— has been
remarkably maintained by a building and grounds committee
working with area contractors.
There is a tiny choir, a 100-year-old pipe organ, and an
organist— primarily a choral and musical theatre director—
who gallantly soldiers on every week.
As in most churches, there is the aging, small but dedicated
leadership core of 15% who do the lion’s share of the work.
There is a well-loved deacon who has been with them over the
last decade, but has been previously underutilized.4
St. Peter’s is very intentional about ministering to its
elderly and infirm, employing a contract priest as a
pastoral visitor.
There is also a regular ministry to the nursing home wing of
the local hospital where two LEMs take communion a dozen or
more residents (and sometimes their visiting families) every
other Sunday afternoon.
The congregation has a demonstrable gift for incorporating
persons who are socially or developmentally of “non-standard
issue.”
By self-report, the leadership circle is experiencing a
collegial and respectful attitude toward one another that
may have been absent in decades past.
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While all these strengths have the typical accompanying shadows, the
consultant notes that the first rule of clock repair is not to lose any
of the pieces. Incoming clergy should tinker thoughtfully and
carefully.
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The consultant is a doctoral level, clinically trained priest,
ordained in 1988, and a professional church worker since 1980.
Nominally a psychiatric chaplain, I work frequently with governing
3

This seems to be unraveling in the Fall of 2017 as two of the principal students have reached middle school. This
may indicate an opportunity to try something new.
4
With this deployment, he now attends Vestry, regularly preaches, and is an integral part of the leadership circle. I
highly recommend diocese and incoming clergy seek his counsel.
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bodies and family systems. My coming in from outside to work with
congregations is governed by two principles: An individual’s or an
organization’s problems can rarely be solved by the same mind(s) which
created situation;5 thus, the need for consultation outside the system.
However, I can only give back a reflection, an impressionistic,
subjective snapshot of the congregation as it is right now. My
observations will need to be read within a larger historical context
by others.
I was recruited for this assignment by the Diocese of WNY from
the Diocese of Newark’s presentation at the Spring 2016 Transitional
Ministry Conference.6 A series of phone calls established that:
• St. Peter’s had recently come into some money7 that would sustain
their existence, but perhaps also allow them an opportunity to
engage the needs of their community.
• The diocese wished me to work with the vestry to determine if
they were really interested in “urban mission,” and if so, what
emotional, structural, and leadership changes would they need to
execute to begin that journey.
• The vestry was a bit hazier on what they wished out of the
consultation, but acting as half-time Priest in Charge8 would
cover their immediate clergy needs through the seasons of
Christmas through Easter. As I described exercises such as
“Dwelling in the Word” and “Walking the Neighborhood,” the voices
on the conference call seems excited and engaged. The
consultation was to be six months in duration.
COURSE. I arrived at St. Peter’s on All Saints Sunday, 2016, to attend
the final service of the departing PIC.9 My intention was to use two
established discernment modalities in working with St. Peter’s vestry:
Moving Back into the Neighborhood 10 and Creating Cultures of
Excellence.11 I had my PowerPoints and newsprint ready. [Sigh.] In my
defense, I was coming from the process savvy Diocese of Newark, a
culture heavily involved in missional strategy, cultural engagement,
and local initiatives.
5

Einstein, Albert, Ideas and Opinions, 1954.
http://www.transitionministryconference.org/
7
Approximately $2.5 million from the estate of Dr. John G. Guillemont.
8
This was a misnomer, as my letter of agreement designated me as a consultant only, with the vestry in charge of
dispatch of business and all day to day operations.
9
Mother Judith had been with St. Peter’s for approximately 10 years functioning as an extended Sunday Supply
with “some extra work every now and then.” She did not attend vestry meetings or otherwise involve herself in
the governance of the parish. Pastoral visits were covered by a contract priest from another parish. Pastoral care
involving emergent medical issues was covered by the deacon who is employed in a secular capacity at the local
medical center. By her own report, Mother Judith attempted no development work. The parish register indicates
little activity apart from Sunday Eucharist; most years indicate there were not even Holy Week services.
10
Roxburgh, Allan, Moving Back into the Neighborhood (MBiN), The Missional Network, 2014. More information
can be found at http://themissionalnetwork.com/
11
Voyle, Robert J, and Voyle, Kim M., Creating Cultures of Excellence: An appreciative inquiry guide to mutual
ministry review; see more information at http://www.appreciativeway.com/
6
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It immediately became apparent that— through no fault of their
own— the vestry was unprepared and unable to use such instruments. The
issues were compound and complex:
• The median age of the vestry seemed to be in the mid-70s;
the most knowledgeable, responsible, and engaged was the
amazing 85-year-old senior warden;
• For a congregation with an average Sunday attendance(ASA)
of 40, there were nine members plus three or four officers
with varying degrees of commitment to attendance and
involvement;12 there were some restrictions on health and
mobility;13 the vast majority no longer lived in Niagara
Falls, and several resided out of state (one out of the
country) at least part of the year. Vestry attendance
revolved month to month, undermining continuity of
discussion. There were several months when they could not
gather a quorum.
• The vestry seemed to function— when it functioned at all—
as a secular governing body for keeping the church “open.”
With no clergy leadership or participation for a decade,
vestry has been left to their own devices, becoming rather
feral. For the decade previous to that, there were clergy
who were best remembered for theft, conflict, addiction
behaviors and sexual misconduct.
• There was no presence of softer skill sets of church
administration, e.g., a functional mission statement
against which to measure activity; awareness of Canons and
By-Laws; Episcopal Church culture and tradition; biblical
and theological underpinning for leadership; much less the
harder skill sets of the contemporary digital workplace;
nor— with the exception of the then Senior Warden who had
been doing it for decades— was there much engagement with
the diocese. At best, the group seemed “historically
arrested” at some point between 15-20 years previously.
Even at their prime, they were never exactly on the cutting
edge of the Episcopal Church.
The idea that this vestry was going to crack open their bibles before
walking the neighborhood to find out what God was up to… well that was
a non-starter.
The Hadaway Report. Instead, I opted to work with report from the
national church: New Facts of Episcopal Church Growth and Decline (The
Hadaway Report).14 Replete with USA Today type graphs, my hope was
that vestry and I could read this report together and, seeing a
12

Several stated they only agreed to serve if meetings were limited to one hour and they didn’t necessarily “have
to come to church.”
13
This goes beyond physical health. Several speak openly about their severe age related cognitive deficits that
extend quite beyond “forgetfulness.”
14
C. Kirk Hadaway, New Facts of Episcopal Church Growth and Decline, Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society,
New York, 2015.
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reflection of themselves, perhaps flag issues that might be
impediments to St. Peter’s going forward, as well as some issues that
might be strengths St. Peter’s could build upon.
Implicit in the Hadaway Report are repeated findings that
congregations who embrace change and look outward toward God’s mission
seem to do better than those who do not. If the vestry was motivated
and capable of pursuing ministry to the neighborhood around them, such
feelings would be revealed and we could back into that discussion.
This would be less arduous and threatening than walking an inner-city
neighborhood in the dead of winter with an aged and cynical governing
body.
Use of the Hadaway Report was of moderate and limited success,
and there was some good conversation that ensued. But, several vestry
members reported that they “could not understand it,” some reported
they could not recognize St. Peter’s represented within the samples,
and some refused or otherwise could not find the time to read it.
There were a few action items that arose from discussing the
Hadaway Report. A church webpage and Facebook page was established, as
well as a MailChimp account for a digital newsletter. In deference to
tourists and visitors, vestry also experimented with service booklets
to make the liturgy more “user friendly.” There was some discussion
about worship style, but it quickly came to an impasse. There was
acknowledgement of some past conflict, but that had been “smoothed
over” by the arrival of the bequest.15
The execution around digital and print media ultimately fell to
clergy (priest and deacon). The “parish administrator” is without the
skill sets and, by self-report, uninterested in pursuing any training
necessary to complete these tasks.
Demonstration Projects. The discussion also revealed some desire to
“reach out and let the community know we are here.” However, apart
from worn ideas about newspaper ads and opening the church for
tourists, members seemed stymied as to how this could be done. This
suggested a series of “demonstration projects” that the congregation
might “try on” to see if they fit. I could take the lead, but they
would have to keep an open mind.
The first one was a project partnership with “Niagara Mass Mob,”
wherein the already organized social media community of Niagara Falls
was to descend on St. Peter’s for Sunday Eucharist on January 12th.16
The wind-chill was -40° and our aged boiler chose that morning to
fail, but we still had 35 guests in addition to regulars for the
Eucharist. All went well until the party was (as planned and
announced) to move across the street to a local restaurant for
continued fellowship. Only the two clergy, the Senior Warden, and one
additional church member extended themselves for this fellowship with
their guests, the rest missing the point entirely.

15
16

As in any family, the presence of adequate financial resources lowers stress and reduces conflict.
http://www.stpetersniagarafalls.org/mass-mob-niagara.html
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The next project was “Ashes to Go,” part of a nationwide movement
in the Episcopal Church to take the Ash Wednesday blessings to the
street. We got great publicity17 and a good response from the public.
Inside St. Peter’s, no one seemed to “get it” or ask how it went. For
the record: there were 23 impositions at the church service and 121
impositions for the public at four locations around Niagara Falls. One
new and relatively young vestry member did help with the project at
two different sites.
A third project was an outgrowth of the Mass Mob event. During
the ill attended fellowship time after the service, clergy and warden
were speaking with a local hotelier about employment opportunities for
local residents. The hotelier stated that one reason college students
and foreign workers were favored was the perception (real or imagined)
that local residents did not have the social skills to work in the
hospitality and service industry. With this in mind, I presented the
vestry with the opportunity to host and sponsor a Hospitality and
Service Sector Training Project. Time was short. I presented the
theological foundation for the project. I recommended a project
director from my stable of sub-contractors. Vestry would have to fund
the project (<$5000), provide the space, and could participate as they
felt so moved. This was well received and quickly approved. Within a
week, there followed an attempt at “claw back” by one vestry member
who questioned the money and stated, “I don’t understand why we are
doing this.” However, vestry re-affirmed their support and the project
launched within 60 days of approval.18 Publicity was good,19 community
support was amazing, and the results were solid.20 Reaction from vestry
was pleasant and affirming, but the project did not seem to provoke
any passion as to how St. Peter’s might further minister to this
population.
After the program success of the Hospitality and Service Training
Project, I made broad and persistent suggestions about a ministry to
the J1A workers—largely foreign students working summer hospitality
jobs in Niagara Falls. These young people are far from home and my
hope was that St. Peter’s could at least be a meeting place, clearing
house— even if parishioners did not wish to provide a direct ministry.
As with the other projects, there was polite interest and I am
confident had I submitted a concrete proposal vestry would have funded
$1000 for my outside project director and I to do as we pleased. But,
other than financially, it was clear that the parish had neither the
vision or capacity to do this ministry. I want to be clear, this was

17

http://www.niagara-gazette.com/news/local_news/ashes-to-go-ready-to-roll-in-the-falls/article_1b5a8fbf-37fd5aa2-a567-92149ea33ad0.html
18
http://nebula.wsimg.com/0a99b58acd97526e8f7aeec9cd3422da?AccessKeyId=4D2C5B19D080363923BA&dispo
sition=0&alloworigin=1
19
http://www.niagara-gazette.com/news/local_news/st-peter-s-episcopal-church-to-train-local-tourismworkers/article_415ac518-132b-11e7-b151-c3777b03233a.html
20
From a groups of six chronically un or under employed clients, three found permanent positions, a fourth has
been picked up by Community Missions for further mental health case work, two others secured places for
additional training in the Niagara Global Tourism Institute. Six lives were changed.
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not opposition. They just don’t know what to do and seemed trapped by
cultural blindness and learned helplessness.
During this consultation an opportunity arose for a partnership
between St. Peter’s and the Y.W.C.A. of the Niagara Frontier to
rehabilitate and repurpose the upstairs kitchen and ballroom as
program space for the YWCA. This morphed into considerably less grand,
more economical remodel of a basement kitchen and meeting area. This
proposal has many stakeholders and moving parts, including a funding
element from Diocesan Council. Several visions for the project were
sifted without bloodshed. While ultimately a passive venture, it
signifies new and outward facing behavior on the part of St. Peter’s.
Deacon Pat Bradley has primary oversight for this project.
Continuing the discussion. As stated, success with the Hadaway report
was moderate to limited. By March, I replaced that instrument with a
series of single page worksheets. By this time, we were past the sixmonth mark and my contract was extended until November 1.
Beginning with the April vestry meeting, we started looking at
two documents: (1) the congregational portion of “How the Church
Works: Who Does What”21 and (2) a chart [somewhat hyperbolically]
contrasting traits of a church engaged in maintenance vs a church
engaged in mission.22
Maintenance of the Church
Inwardly focused
Keep up the church
Scarcity – Protecting what God has given us
Buildings, program, business, rules
Take Communion
Membership
What are we going to do?
What are we going to do?
Transactional
We do this and maybe people will “join the church”
Service projects that meet needs
About The Church
Vestry are in charge of parish business
Meetings are about deciding, declaring
Running an organization
Fraternal or service organization that prays
Religious convenience store
Past
Entitlement
Private religious club, approved guests
You are not like us, but we will tolerate you because
we are supposed to.
Noblesse oblige – we are responsible for taking care of
the less fortunate.

Engagement in the Mission of God
Outwardly focused
Find Jesus
Abundance – Sharing what God has given us
People. We act out our love and identity.
Live in communion
Discipleship
What is God going to do? …or may already be doing
Who are we?
Relational
We do this because this is what God’s people do
Mutually transformative relationships
About God
Vestry are spiritual leaders of the parish
Meetings are about discerning, listening
How to be the incarnation of the Risen Christ
Praying community that supports each other and gives
to the community; Incarnational community
Present
Grace
Open doors, open table, open hearts
We are like you. You are family. Welcome to the
table.
We minister to others because we see in them the
Christ, and we belong each to the other.

253
21
22

Handout from Warden and Vestry Workshop, Diocese of Western New York, February 15, 2017.
Largely based on work from The Missional Network, ibid.
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From the diocesan materials, vestry’s first exposure to the scope
of a rector’s responsibility was one of shock. It has been well over a
decade since they had a priest with normative control of the
administrative, pastoral, and liturgical ministry of the church. They
expressed a built-in contradiction: that while they recognized a need
for a strong, hands on rector to give direction in their circumstance;
given their history, they were also going to be reluctant to give up
that power.
The bi-furcated chart seemed to paralyze them at first. They
could clearly see their functioning as a church was anchored in
maintenance and survival— which while comfortable, wasn’t working for
them. And, they could grudgingly see that any future had more to do
the traits of a church more concerned with the Mission of God— and
those ideas were new, and very scary. They wanted very badly to pay
homage to both ideas and were frustrated that I could not tell them
how to “do both.”
The Vestry’s snowbirds returned for a meeting on 30 April where
the group lurched toward affirming a missional direction under the
direction of a full-time priest. This was affirmed in a meeting in May
to which I deliberately was not present. At the June meeting, we began
to work on some remaining issues:
• Program allowance that will actually allow new clergy to function
(otherwise they are buying an expensive executive director with
nothing to direct)
• Reality check what clergy have primary authority for and
realistically assess barriers to change.
• What—if any—organizational changes will need to be made before
calling clergy
• Flesh out maybe four areas
where vestry wants something
to happen; identify clergy
skill sets needed.
On 9 July, Vestry approved five
Expectations of Incoming clergy
which were then forwarded to the
diocesan deployment officer.
Vestry met on 1 August with The
Rev. Vicki Zust the Bishop's Deputy
for Deployment. She advised vestry
she would:
• Present St. Peter’s to
the Transitional Ministry
Conference which represents
over a quarter of the dioceses
in the U.S.
• Will do initial screening and
interview of candidates, check
references, etc.
• present Vestry with no more than six vetted candidates.
8
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Assist Vestry with the technical aspects of the video interviews.
Assist Vestry with preparation for visits of the finalists

Vestry reviewed its work with Bishop Franklin during his visitation on
September 3rd.
At a Vestry meeting in September, I challenged leadership on a
statement that had been publicly repeated by a Vestry member at both a
meeting with the Rev. Zust and the Bishop’s visitation: “We just need
the priest to preach the gospel, the Vestry can run the church.” As a
body, when challenged, Vestry disavowed the statement and reaffirmed
more appropriate roles of leadership for Vestry and the incoming
Rector.
Through the balance of September and October, I made myself
increasingly scarce to Vestry so as to focus their energies on the
Rev. Zust and the remainder of the transition.
The Rev. Zust began presenting vetted final candidates the first
week of October.
Assessing the consultation. Listening at the end of a consultation to
assess impact is frequently a sobering exercise in reality. St.
Peter’s has followed the “rule of thirds.” A third of the leadership
has heard me and is excited to be moving in a new direction. Another
third has heard me and has grudgingly, or in desperation, understands
that a new direction is inevitable if the parish is to have a future.
The last third heard nothing and will plod along as before. My only
concern about this last group is why they are habitually re-elected to
Vestry. Luckily, those who have listened are the more hopeful leaders
and drivers of the congregation. I think everybody took in about as
much information and process as they were able. The ground has been
plowed and disked. It will be up the new rector to plant.
May God have mercy on 20th century churches who find themselves in
the 21st century.



Recommendations. Like our distant dinosaur cousins, many congregations
lumber blindly along into decline, incased in a shell of presumed
necessity, our maladaptive, reptilian brain programmed by past
precedent and unexamined instinct. Left unchallenged, the outcome is
predicable. Therefore, the consultant notes several challenges that
will continue to shadow the congregation going forward.
• I’ve restated often that St. Peter’s had been close to death and
God, with a mighty hand, saved their life by way of the
Guillemont grant. This could be St. Peter’s Exodus Story. Their
task was to figure out why and respond accordingly. I believe
this challenge still has quickening power going forward.
• I’ve restated that transitioning to a missional strategy will not
guarantee St. Peter’s survival. However, continuing to live out a
strategy of conservation and maintenance will certainly guarantee
its continued decline and demise. After a gene fully expresses
itself, it turns itself “off” and ceases to replicate. The choice
is clear: risk new life or die; adapt or disappear.
9
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Few in the leadership circle of St. Peter’s are currently Niagara
Falls residents. New members are not going to be coming from the
neighboring professional class communities. That St. Peter’s is
now an inner-city church and whatever future it might have is
tied to its surrounding neighborhood has been a difficult
realization. This will continue to be a challenging cultural
shift going forward.
Closely related is the idea that leadership will need to
increasingly come from those who live in the neighborhood. Some
of these emerging leaders have previously only been seen as
recipients of ministry rather than elders of the church. Their
ideas, performance, and worldview may be different than present
leaders are accustomed.23
It seems a necessity that incoming clergy actually live in
Niagara Falls as they will need to be intimately involved in the
community and identify with its culture and problems. St. Peter’s
does not need more absentee management.
Incoming clergy will need to realize that they will bear the
primary responsibility for execution of the church’s program and
mission to the community, at least initially.
o Stated more emphatically: Incoming clergy will be the
church’s mission and program. This is at once clergy’s best
dream and worst nightmare. Candidates should have
demonstrable skills and experience in entrepreneurial style
community development.
o This is not because the congregation is unsupportive, but
for reasons mentioned previously their capacity for
engagement is severely limited.
o Yes, this runs oblique to three decades of TEC culture that
speaks of clergy empowering congregations for ministry.
St. Peter’s has effectively had no clergy leadership for the last
decade, and dysfunctional and conflictual clergy leadership for
almost a decade before that.
o There is little awareness of national or diocesan canon law
and structure; nor of contemporary Episcopal Church ethos
and culture.
o Left to their own devices, they have understandably become
feral, making up their own rules. Some are defensive of
their various fiefdoms. Very careful thought will need to
go into clergy leadership style.
This position will come with the canonical responsibility for
Chair of Vestry, with its dispatch of business and design of

23

Many in leadership seem surprised that clergy time might be spent at the jail or Municipal Court, interacting
with social service agencies, utility companies, and schools, distributing city bus passes and grocery gift cards, etc.,
on behalf of active parishioners. The idea that safe and clean laundry facilities as part of the basement remodel
might be an in-reach ministry was a very new notion. Again, I believe this is a cultural difference—daily experience
and worldview— not a lack of compassion. There are several contemporary popular texts on underclass and
working poor vs. working class vs. middle class culture that might be applicable.
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administrative process. Prior, solid, team management experience
with volunteer workers will be a critical skill for new clergy.
o The issues around Vestry are not of competence. With a few
exceptions, members are (age related) mentally fit and
competent in their personal business. It seems not so much
that they are dysfunctional as perhaps non-functional. The
image I have is a car that has been long sitting and will
not start. Little has been expected of this Vestry in the
past.
o Had I known I would be here for a year, I might have taken
the chair and modeled another way. Alas, that is not how
the consultation developed.
o Nor, was I able to help vestry return to any biblical or
theological foundation for their work.24
This position will come with the canonical responsibility for the
oversight of the various employees of the parish. To my
knowledge, there are no position descriptions or review
mechanisms in place. Vestry has already identified some changes
that need to be made.25 Some prior HR and supervisory experience
will be helpful for incoming clergy. This would be an excellent
area for close collaboration with Vestry and resourcing from the
diocese.
There is a sweetness and innocence to St. Peter’s that must be
valued. Their passivity and resistance to new ideas should be
interpreted more as fear, weariness —and perhaps depression— than
as aggression.
The new priest will need to have a deep and comfortable pastoral
identity, a thick skin, a high tolerance for paradox and
ambiguity, and an intentional network of support well beyond the
usual “clergy network.”26
Make no mistake: The people of St. Peter’s mean well, the small
leadership circle is amazing, and many care deeply about their
church. But this will be a tough deployment. There is a sense
that “rector” is a generic, magic ingredient that will resolve a
decade and a half of neglect and decline. There will be deep
transference and counter-transference dynamics to negotiate. As
stated before, this is not the place for a “lone ranger.”
The existing Parish By-Laws were written for another church at
another time in history and are now a severe impediment to the
effective operation of the parish. There is not enough energy to
carry them out, much less rewrite them. There may be a diocesan

24

I started using Dwelling in the Word, a Mennonite practice adopted for meetings in several Episcopal dioceses
[see http://www.churchinnovations.org/2015/02/11/how-do-we-make-decisions-listening-for-gods-voice/] but
gave up as the exercise kept getting pushed down the agenda and references rose to the “one hour vestry”
understanding.
25
At the May meeting, there was typical St. Petrine attempt to “take back” prior comments. Office personnel
issues will end up being one more thing that will be left hanging for incoming clergy.
26
For ideas, see http://telling-secrets.blogspot.com/2016/12/vocational-risk-management.html
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remedy, and I would urge incoming a clergy, wardens and diocese
to work together for a canonical solution.
A very direct, concrete, non-jargon letter of agreement between
diocese, vestry, and clergy, proscribing organizational goals,
lines of authority, and a process of continuing evaluation is
indicated. An initial Mutual Ministry Review at six months with
an outside facilitator, followed by annual reviews, is absolutely
indicated. The diocese should be an integral partner in this
process.

These are good people. I believe they want a ministry to continue at
St. Peter’s, even as most realize that the old business model is not
sustainable. I do not think they will stand in the way of a mission
driven urban ministry at St. Peter’s; but it is clear to me that they
do not have the capacity to animate it themselves. I believe they
would be supportive to creative, competent, and sensitive clergy that
could take what the elders have preserved and commit it in a new
direction. The future is challenging. The potential is large. They are
easy people to love. I can’t help but envy the properly prepared and
supported priest who takes them on. I wish all Godspeed on their
journey.
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[The Rev. Dr.] Howard W. Whitaker
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